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Clear space

A clear space (o) defines the minimum 
space that is necessary to let our logo 
“breathe”. The size of the o is derived 
from the o used in the Joyn logo.

If you want to put a text that corre-
sponds to the logo, the distance can 
be reduced to half an o.

Please only ever use the official Joyn 
logo.

Jetzt 
kostenlos auf

Jetzt 
kostenlos auf

Joyn

Minimum Size

Our logo should never be smaller than 
30px width to guarantee legibility. For 
smaller sizes, we recommend spelling 
out the name as text.

min. 30px

Stretch, Compress or Twist

Our logo may neither be stretched nor 
compressed. Also, we never rotate our 
logo. It is always straight.
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As Text

Never use the logo in copy or in a 
headline. We write out Joyn as text, 
with a big ‘J’. 
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Coloring 

Our logo is always black or white and 
never colored. Only the ground on which 
it stands can change. However, the logo 
itself always remains black or white.

Störer 

We never use Störer. Our logo is never on 
a Störer nor do we want to place texts 
relating to our brand on one.

Calmness

Our logo needs a calm surface in order 
to be effective. This can be done either 
by a) the correct image section or c) by 
a gradient

Jetzt  
kostenlos 
streamen

Jetzt  
Angebot  
sichern

a)  calm  
background

b)  busy  
background

c)  busy background 
with gradient
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Clear space

The clear space (o) or (+) defines the 
minimum space that is necessary to let 
our logo “breathe”. The o and + are 
derived in size from the o used in Joyn 
and the + used in PLUS+.

Jetzt bei
vermisst dich.

Jetzt mit

Jetzt bei
Joyn PLUS+

Filme & Serien

Jetzt bei
PLUS+

Stretch, Compress or Twist

Neither lockup, wordmark nor badge may 
be stretched, compressed or rotated.

As Text

Never use the logo in copy or in a head-
line. References to our paid service are 
always either marked with Joyn PLUS+ 
or (in context) with PLUS+.

The only exception is the badge, which 
can be at the beginning of the sentence, 
but never as part of the sentence.

We say “auf Joyn”, because this is not 
only our brand, but also the product.  
With “Joyn PLUS+” we do not describe 
the product but the subscription area. 
Therefore we say: 
• bei Joyn PLUS+ / bei PLUS+ or 
• mit Joyn PLUS+ / mit PLUS+
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Coloring 

Lockup, wordmark and badge are always 
black or white and can never take on 
colors. Only the ground on which they 
stand can change.

Minimal Size

Our logos only work up to a certain size. 
If you need them smaller, we recommend 
spelling out the name as text. 

On Content

To identify a piece of content as part of 
Joyn PLUS+, a small badge is placed in 
the top left corner. The wordmark PLUS+ 
is cut out so the background shows 
through.min. 25px

min. 20px

min. 10px


